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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

JOURNEY INTO THE HEART OF NATURAL DYEING WITH THE WORLD’S 
MASTERS OF COLOR IN A STUNNING NEW BOOK 

 
True Colors: World Masters of Natural Dyes and Pigments to be Released in September 2019 
 
 
Loveland, CO, May 2019) – Thrums Books presents extraordinary stories from the world’s 
preeminent natural dye artists in True Colors: World Masters of Natural Dyes and Pigments. 
 

True Colors, written by Keith Recker, presents 

the work and vision of twenty-six natural dye 

artists from around the world, opening a 

window into their culture, their lives, and the 

power of color. 

The artist’s stories are organized by color and 

begin with white, traveling through the 

spectrum to blues, purples, reds, pinks, golds, 

arriving at varying hues of green. The colors are 

as extraordinary as the artists themselves: 

Rupa Trivedi collects faded marigolds from the 

Hindu temples of Mumbai and transforms them 

into ethereal golden fabrics for apparel and 

interiors. Aboubakar Fofana uses indigo dyeing 

methods learned from his ancestors in Mali to 

create fashion accessories in his urban studio. 

Juana Gutierrez Contreras dyes a palette of vivid hues made from local plants and insects in her humble 

workplace in Teotitlán del Valle, Oaxaca, Mexico.  

Natural pigments aren’t limited to cloth dyeing. They find their way into ceramic tile, glassware, pottery, 

artists’ paints and pastels, all explored in Recker’s lyrical narrative.   
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Keith Recker is the perfect person to collect and share these timeless stories. His years of global travel, 

working with artisan groups and individuals as well as connecting them to influential designers in the 

fashion and interiors industries, put this book right on trend. Gorgeous, carefully curated photography  

connects the colors to ancient traditions and to the artists. True Colors provides an immersive visual 

experience and an inspiring travelogue of personal stories and practical information. 

True Colors: World Masters of Natural Dyes and Pigments will be available September 1. Thrums Books 

are distributed to the book and library trade in the U.S. and Canada by Independent Publishers Group, 

Chicago IL, and in the U.K. and Europe by Search Press. Individuals can purchase all Thrums Books titles 

at ThrumsBooks.com, their favorite bookstore, or Amazon.com.  

 

A special launch celebration for the book will take place at P.P.O.W. Gallery in New York City, on 

September 23. Keith Recker will provide keynote lectures from the book at the International Folk Art 

Market, Santa Fe in July and at New York Textile Month in September. 

### 
 

 
True Colors: World Masters of Natural Dyes and Pigments 
$39.95 Hardcover, 9” x 11”, 256 pages, 300 color photographs 
ISBN: 9781733510851 
Publication Date: September 2019

 
 

Author Bio 
 

Writer, colorist, and artisan activist Keith Recker has worked with 

makers from more than sixty countries to refine their products, 

tell their stories, find new customers, and gain the recognition 

they so deeply deserve. He was an executive at Saks Fifth 

Avenue, Gump’s San Francisco, and Bloomingdale’s; founded 

HAND/EYE Magazine; led Aid to Artisans; served on several arts 

and culture boards, wrote three books, worked with the world’s 

foremost providers of color intelligence. He serves as Creative 

Director of the International Folk Art Market, Contributing Editor 

to TABLE Magazine, and Senior Consultant at the Pantone Color 

Institute. He lives in Pittsburgh with his partner and daughter. 

 


